
AFFIRMATIVE STATEMENTS OF POWER 
 
From the Divine Love that flows within my Being, I am prepared and I accept the full  integration of my 

Divinity throughout my Being. I acknowledge and honor all parts of my Being that have supported my 
journey in my physical experience, and I transmute those thought forms which no longer serve me 
into Unconditional Love. I transmute all energies that would interfere with my ability to declare my 
freedom and proclaim my Divinity, into the divine expression of Creative Love, and activate the 
Golden Light of Transformation  throughout the totality of all that I am. And so it is. By Rich Work 

 
I Am Creation on all levels of consciousness. I choose to be free of the holographic veils of illusions that 

have interfered with my ability to see my truth. I am prepared to accept responsibility for my world 
without distortion and illusion. I command that all thought forms and energies that have created the 
holographic veils and obstruct my ability to see my truth now be transmuted into divine Truth. I 
command that the vibration of fear that has been attached to these veils and my perceived reality be 
transmuted into the vibrations of Unconditional love, Joy, Peace, and Happiness, for that is the reality 
I choose as my own. And so it is. 
                                       Proclamations of the Soul, by Rich Work 
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On all levels, in all dimensions, and in all my energy bodies, I now release the energetic residue of all 

past thoughts, illusions, and beliefs that have inhibited me from remembering my Divine Self and my 
constant connection to Source. I lift and release all veils over the truth of this dimension to reveal to 
me the beauty and love in all of life. I release all blockages to the conduit of the I Am That I Am that 
flows constantly into me via my opened Crown chakra. I willingly accept all the guidance, gifts, 
information, and inspirations that are directed to me to make easy and flowing my way through this 
earthly dimensional life.  
                                                                       
On all levels and in all dimensions, I now completely release all fear vibrations and frequencies and 
residue. I choose calmness, clarity, awareness and power to surround myself always in a loving 
cocoon of safety. 
 
On all levels, in all dimensions, and in all my energy bodies, I now release the energetic residue of all 
past relationships that did not honor me. I now choose to freely give and receive love without 
hesitation. I proclaim my lovability and celebrate that I am a divine expression of Love in all my 
moments. I bring only those beings and situations into my life who resonate in Unconditional Love. 
And so it is. 

 I Am, in all ways and on all levels, whole and complete. I require nothing or no one to fix me or fill me 
up. Thus, I am free to surrender to fully live and love all the forms that come my way. 

 
From the Divine love that flows within my Being, I command that every cell in my body and every 

vibration of my being align itself in Divine Perfection, for I desire to be All That I Am, I choose to be All 
that I Am, I Am all That I Am. I claim my identity and my Divine perfection.  

 


